Abstract-In this paper, a hardware sharing architecture to perform the multi-standard deblocking filter that support VP8 and H.264/AVC is proposed. First, a reorganization of deblocking filter is used to derive a common architecture suitable for H.264 and VP8. The proposed design is then reused for the whole filtering. Finally, to further reduce the computational complexity, highly sharing architecture is also presented. Moreover, the adopted hardware sharing architecture overall saves 36.7% of shifters, 64.5% of adders and 100% of multipliers. The overall PSNR drops less than 1.47% on the VP8 decoder for low complexity applications.
INTRODUCTION
Video compression systems are widely used in many modern products such as digital camera, mobile phone, video conference, and remote monitoring system. Along with internet television and smart phone are more and more popular around the world, watching YouTube or making a video teleconferencing call by Skype on internet television or smart phone has been much more convenient and popular now a day.
Block based video standards including MPEG-4, AVC/H.264 [1] , VC-1, VP6/7/8 [2] , and AVS are widely used in mobile video compression. Currently, AVC/H.264 is one of the most commonly used video compression standard. Recently, the latest video codec VP8 also known as WebM project is now released by Google. Not only YouTube but also Skype announced that VP8 will be used for the video codec on their latest version. In addition, VP8 will also be involved in HTML5 standard in the future.
In highly compressed video, the blocking artifact is easily to be noticeable as the discontinuities between homogeneous regions since high quantized processing. To reduce the degradation caused by blocking artifact, block based video compression system usually performs deblocking filter in encoding/decoding flow. However, the existing video codecs have their own deblocking filter to prove the quality advantage. To reduce the computation complexity, Chien et al. [4] introduced a multi-standard in-loop deblocking filter aiming at the sharing of data path. Liu et al. [5] presented a hybrid filtering schedule for in/post-loop deblocking filter to share the mode decision. Chang et al. [6] and Lee et al. [7] proposed a parallel strategy of deblocking filter. However, no sharing units are used for the overall arithmetic operation. Thus, in this paper, we develop a hardware sharing architecture to reduce the overall arithmetic units. Furthermore, we simplify the kernel of the loop filter in VP8 to be a low complexity deblocking filter which can be applied to portable devices and low power applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as following. The deblocking filter of AVC/H.264 and VP8 are briefly reviewed in Section II. Section III describes the presented hardware sharing algorithm. The proposed deblocking filter architecture is adopted in Section IV. The experimental results are shown in Section V. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
II. DEBLOCKING FILTER OVERVIEW

A. H.264 Deblocking Filter Overview
In H.264/AVC, blocking artifacts can be removed using a deblocking filter, which is also called the in-loop filter. To remove the blocking artifacts efficiently, filtering is usually applied to the vertical and horizontal edges of macroblocks. The filter processing consists of three major parts: boundary strength decision, filtering mode decision, and filtering operation. As shown in Fig. 1 , the filter processing order for luminance is from a, b, c, d, e, f, g to h, and for chrominance is from i, j, k to l. In addition, the filters are applied to horizontal edges of 4x4 blocks in macroblock (MB), followed by vertical edge filter.
The filtering mode is decided by a boundary strength (BS) parameter which is determined to every edges between two 4x4 blocks. According to block modes and conditions, BS value is determined as showing in Table I . One of the blocks is intra 3 One of the blocks has coded residuals 2 Motion compensation from difference reference frame or difference of block motion is larger than one luma sample (1) is satisfied. Where α and β are derived thresholds depending on quantization parameters.
For BS=4, the deblocking filter is applied to be a strong filter. (2) shows the deblocking filter in strong filtering mode, where p and q denote the pixels before filtering, and p' and q' denote the pixels after filtering. If the condition (3) is not satisfied, a 3-tap filter will be used to replace the value of p 0 and q 0 .
.
In addition, if | p2 -p0 | < β is satisfied, p1 will be changed as 1 1
VP8 Deblocking Filter Overview
As similar in H.264, various filter modes including simple filter and normal filter are supported in VP8. When (7) is satisfied, an outer taps filter, i.e. p 1 -3p 0 + 3q 0 -q 1 , will be used. Otherwise, an inner taps filter, i.e. 3q 0 -3p 0 , will be used. The detail of simple filter is described in (8). In fact, for VP8 filter processing, if a high edge variance is obtained, the pixel adjustment will be exactly as the simple filter, otherwise, the simple adjustment (without outer taps) will be applied and only two edge pixels will be changed. (11) shows the subblock filtering is applied to p 1 , p 0 , q 0 and q 1 .    
) 3. c clamp a      On the other hand, the deblocking filter is applied to be a normal filter when (14) and (15) are satisfied, where "E" denotes the limit at the edge and "I" denotes the limit on interior differences. The normal filter shown in (16) is similar to the strong filter in H.264, which modify six pixels on both sides of the edge. 
III. PROPOSED SYMPLIFIED ALGORITHM
A. Deblocking Filter Reorganization
In this paper, we propose a hardware sharing algorithm of deblocking filter for AVC/H.264 and VP8 video codec. To simplify the algorithm, we classify the overall filters into three types: two points, four points, and six points filtering.
The two point filters are denoted as normal filter for H.264 in (4) and simple filter for VP8 in (8), respectively. Ignore the clip function of the filter in (4) and (5), we rewrite the normal filter of H.264 into (19). In terms of outer taps filter of VP8, the simple filter is simplified and shown in (20).
Comparing with (19) and (20), it is visibly to discover that there are common items can be merged in hardware architecture.
Moreover, in H.264, the four-point filtering is one of the conditions of normal filter. Simultaneously, the four-point filtering is the variation of simple filter for subblock filter in VP8. Dismiss the clamp function and rewrite the parameter of the filter, again, a common item can be reused in (21). As the same way on VP8 normal filter, a six point filter with common item is described in (22). The overall hardware sharing architecture is shown in Fig.  4 . In this block diagram, the blocks with gray color represent shared units. The parameter controller gives a parameter for the two-point filters and decides a parameter for fine tuning the VP8 filtering.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the filter coefficient is given by selecting the multiplexer instead of having two sets of arithmetic units. Moreover, all of the multipliers of our architecture are replaced into shifters. To further reduce the computation complexity, another proposed hardware sharing architecture for low complexity is shown in Fig. 5 . Different to Fig. 4 , this architecture is designed as similar as possible of the two filters between H.264 and VP8. The normal filter of VP8 is designed by the formulas we have reorganized in (23). 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed low complexity algorithm was integrated within JVT software JM 18.0 and vp8 codec SDK 0.9.7. We use peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to measure the quality of the video codec. The test sequences are Foreman, Stefan, Coastguard and Bus. We can see that the presented PSNR nearly close to that with original VP8 deblocking filter as in Fig. 6(a)-(d) . The average decreased PSNR of Foreman, Stefan, Coastguard, and Bus is 0.522 (dB), 0.346 (dB), 0.363 (dB), and 0.154 (dB), respectively. Overall it drops merely 1.47%, 1.1%, 1.16%, and 0.5%, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a highly hardware sharing architecture for H.264/AVC and VP8 of multi-standard deblocking filter has been presented. The loop filters between H.264 and VP8 with common items which can be reused has been first analyzed. The common design further used in whole filtering architecture has been presented. Moreover, simplified architecture suitable for low complexity applications has been also adopted. The proposed design overall saves 36.7% of shifters, 64.5% of adders and 100% of multipliers. The experimental results demonstrate the overall PSNR drops less than 1.47% on the VP8 decoder; therefore, this algorithm is suitable for low power application in VP8 multimedia communication systems. 
